
Accurate Accurate Inaccurate
Word Definition

Definition Example No answer
author a person who writes the words for a book
illustrator a person who makes the pictures for a book
title page a page in the front of a book that includes the book's title, author, and illustrator

blanket a covering used to keep warm
tucked to cover tightly with sheets or blankets
sleepy ready to sleep; tired
mitt a glove used to keep your hand safe
mess dirty or not neat
perfect just right

spatula a kitchen tool used for turning and lifting food when cooking

grace a short prayer said before a meal
boil heating liquid until it bubbles

wallowed
showing good manners towards otherspolite
shining brightly

decide to make a choice
poetry a group of words that share a feeling or idea: sometimes they rhyme
travel to take a trip
plaza an open square or a group of shops in the middle of a town
ancestors people who lived in the past who were part of your family
stood up to stick up for what is right
picnic to share food outside
puffy swollen; fat or big
salty having the taste of salt 
hose a tube for water to pass through
drooped to bend downward
shook to move with short, quick movements 
wooden made out of wood 
dragon a make-believe monster that breathes fire
marched matching footsteps with others 

TOTAL NUMBER OF CHECK MARKS PER COLUMN
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beaks
rivers
leap

the nose and mouth of a bird, dolphin, or other animal
large streams of water that move; rivers end at an ocean, lake or other river

to jump high and far with lots of energy

brilliant

to roll about or lay in mud or water

Mark ONLY ONE box that best fits the student's response



Accurate Accurate Inaccurate
Word Definition Definition Example No answer

author a person who writes the words for a book
illustrator a person who makes the pictures for a book
title page a page in the front of a book that includes the book's title, author, and illustrator

beaks the nose and mouth of a bird, dolphin, or other animal
rivers large streams of water that move; rivers end at an ocean, lake or other river
leap to jump high and far with lots of energy
blanket a covering used to keep warm
tucked to cover tightly with sheets or blankets
sleepy ready to sleep; tired
mitt a glove used to keep your hand safe

es dirty or not neat
perfect just right
path a way made by the feet of a person or an animal
smacking hit something many times 
pretended to make believe
spatula a kitchen tool used for turning and lifting food when cooking
boil heating liquid until it bubbles
grace a short prayer said before a meal
wallowed o roll about or lay in mud or water 
polite showing good manners towards others
brilliant shining brightly
decide to make a choice
poetry a group of words that share a feeling or idea; sometimes they rhyme
travel to take a trip
plaza an open square or a group of shops in the middle of a town
ancestors people who lived in the past who were part of your family
stood up to stick up for what is right
picnic to share food outside
puffy swollen; fat or big 
salty having the taste of salt 
hose a tube for water to pass through
drooped to bend downward
shook to move with short, quick movements 
wooden made out of wood
dragon a make-believe monster that breathes fire
marched matching foot steps with others 

TOTAL NUMBER OF CHECK MARKS PER COLUMN

x4 x3

SCORE SCORE Total Score

Mark ONLY ONE box that best fits the student's response
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